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Reporting - Activity ReportsReporting - Activity Reports

Activity Reports allows you to run a report based on....

Campaign comparison report. Manually select the campaigns that you would like to review
/ compare the performance of. E.g. to spot trends in the performance of your monthly news
letter

Campaign periodic reporting. Manually select the campaigns that you would like to review
the performance of in any chosen time period. E.g. review the performance of your lead
nurture programme in any given month

Campaign activity report. Select the period you would like to report your total email activity
in (including totals) e.g. All email campaigns last month

Survey periodic reporting. Manually select the surveys that you would like to review the
performance of in any chosen time period.

Once the report is created you can then create a scheduled notification to email out the
report to chosen recipient at a set time frequency, Click here to find out more on how to
create a scheduled notification.

Adding an Activity ReportAdding an Activity Report
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1. Click on 'Add New Activity Report;
2. Enter the name of the report
3. Click on add. This will add the report and the page will refresh the activity report setup

screen

Setting up the Activity ReportSetting up the Activity Report

1. You first need to select the type of report required from the following options:

Campaign comparison report. Manually select the campaigns that you would like to review /
compare the performance of. E.g. to spot trends in the performance of your monthly news
letter

Campaign periodic reporting. Manually select the campaigns that you would like to review the
performance of in any chosen time period. E.g. review the performance of your lead nurture
programme in any given month

Campaign activity report. Select the period you would like to report your total email activity in
(including totals) e.g. All email campaigns last month

Campaign recurring report. Manually select recurring only campaigns to show a breakdown of
each individual period stats.

Survey periodic reporting. Manually select the surveys that you would like to review the
performance of in any chosen time period.

2. Once the above report method has been select the page will refresh to allow you to configure
the report. ( You may be asked to enter in time options to select how long the report needs to
run for, and the campaigns required)

3. Once the report is setup you can then either click to view the activity report or create a
scheduled notifications.
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Viewing the activity reportViewing the activity report

1. Click on Start Report, this will begin to process the campaigns and the data. (The page will
refresh and the current status will show that the data is being processed) Once
complete the status will return to idle and you will need to click on refresh results for the
stats to show in the grid below. Each time you view the report you will need to click on
'Refresh Results' to view the stats on demand.

2. You can click on this option to export the results to Excel.
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Reporting - All ClicksReporting - All Clicks

All clicks is a reporting tool to show you the click breakdown for all time, or a single
campaign, over hours, days, weeks, months or years. It will show you the popular times for
click activity in the time period selected.

Reporting - All ClicksReporting - All Clicks

1. Select a campaign, if there is no campaign selected it will show results for all campaigns.
2. Select the view by hour, day, week or month.
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Reporting - AnalyticsReporting - Analytics

Analytics allows you to run reports to analyse different metrics.

Tools - AnalyticsTools - Analytics

1. Select the different metrics you would like to analyse.
2. Click to run the report, it will then appear below.
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Reporting - Bounce ManagerReporting - Bounce Manager

Bounce Manager is the home of all the bounces that have occurred from your campaign
sends.

Reporting - Bounce ManagerReporting - Bounce Manager

1. Enter a search criteria, you can add as much or as little as you like.
2. Filter/Search through your results.
3. Clear your filter/search.
4. Email address that bounced.
5. The bounce count for that contact.
6. The campaign the bounce occurred on.
7. The date the bounce occurred.
8. This gives you the reason of the bounce.
9. View bounce message

10. Export the results to excel.
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Reporting - Bounce ReasonsReporting - Bounce Reasons

When a contact bounces on CommuniGator you can find out the reason they have
bounced. This article will explain the reasons why they have bounced.

This will explain the difference between a hard and soft bounce.

NOTE:

If an email is a soft bounce, CommuniGator will increment a 'Bounce Count' by 1. Should
an email receive 5 soft bounces, the contact will be set to undeliverable (hard bounce);.

Finding the reason the contact has bounced in your resultsFinding the reason the contact has bounced in your results

1. If you click on view results in your campaign and when you are taken to the results page click
on export options.

2. Select 'Bounces Hard/Soft' this will bring up a spreadsheet for you of the contacts and the
reason they bounced.
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Finding the reason contact has bounced in the contact record.Finding the reason contact has bounced in the contact record.

By going into the Audience Tab within CommuniGator clicking on Contacts this will bring you
the contacts page.

Search for the contacts email e.g. support@communigator.co.uk and click into the record.

1. Once in the record click onto the 'Personal Tab'
2. By showing system details you will be able to view the bounce reason for this contact.

Bounce Names and ReasonsBounce Names and Reasons

1. Bad-configuration:Bad-configuration: Message rejected due to configuration issues with remote host. Soft
Bounce.

2. Bad-connection:Bad-connection: Message bounced due to bad connection with remote host. CommuniGator
can not connect with recipients server. Soft Bounce.

3. Bad-domain:Bad-domain: Message bounced due to bad or invalid domain. The domain
(@communigator.co.uk) does not exist. Hard Bounce.

4. Bad-mailbox:Bad-mailbox: Message rejected due to bad, invalid or non-existant recipient addresses. The
email address does not exist anymore but the domain does. E.g. that contact has left the
company. Hard Bounce.

5. Content-related:Content-related: Message refused or blocked due to content related reasons. This can not
only be for HTML reasons can also be due to URLS in email with bad domains etc. Soft
Bounce/SpamNotification.
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6. Inactive-mailbox:Inactive-mailbox: Message rejected due to expired, inactive or disabled recipient address.
Mail box will not be accepting messages. Soft Bounce.

7. Message-expired:Message-expired: Message bounced due to not being delivered before the bounce-after.
This means that the emails time stamp is considered to old to be sent. Soft Bounce.

8. No-answer-from-host:No-answer-from-host: Message bounced due to no response from remote host after
connecting. Soft Bounce.

9. Policy-related:Policy-related: Message refused or blocked due to general policy reasons. You are not
allowed to send emails to the recipients server. Soft Bounce/SpamNotification.

10. Protocol-errors:Protocol-errors: Message rejected due to SMTP protocol syntax or sequence errors. Soft
Bounce.

11. Quota-issues:Quota-issues: Message rejected or blocked due to mailbox quota issues. This means that
Recipient mailbox is full and does not accept any more emails at that moment. Soft Bounce.

12. Relaying-issues:Relaying-issues: Message refused or blocked due to remote server relaying issues. This is a
technical bounce. Soft Bounce.

13. Routing-errors:Routing-errors: Message bounced due to mail routing issues for recipient domain. The
problem is not with the sender or the recipient, but somewhere in between. Soft Bounce.

14. Spam-related:Spam-related: Message refused or blocked due to spam related reasons. The recipients
server thinks you are a spammer. Soft Bounce/SpamNotification.

15. Virus-related:Virus-related: Message refused or blocked due to virus related reasons. The bounce is a
notification warning about a virus/code infected message. Soft Bounce.

16. Other:Other: Message rejected due to other reasons. This means that the recipients server does
not give us the reason the email has bounced. Soft Bounce.

17. Blacklist-related:Blacklist-related: Message rejected due to a blacklist. The recipients server has blacklisted
your domain. Soft Bounce.

18. Reputation-related:Reputation-related: Message rejected due to reputation. Soft Bounce/SpamNotification.
19. Complaint-related:Complaint-related: Messages that were accepted but have then been complained about by

recipient. This could mean they have move the email into their spam inbox. Hard Bounce/
SpamNotification.

20. Challenge-response:Challenge-response: Message rejected due to a challenge response on the sender address
not being a robot. This means that you are replied to by the recipients server asking if you
are a genuine person or a robot, if you do not respond then your email will bounce as the
server will assume you are a bot. Soft Bounce.

21. Requires-auth:Requires-auth: Message rejected due to a remote server requiring authentication for email
delivery. Hard Bounce.

22. Invalid-sender:Invalid-sender: Message rejected due to an invalide sender. Soft Bounce.
23. Unknown:Unknown: Bounce message from recipients server is not recognized. Soft Bounce.
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Reporting - Data CleanseReporting - Data Cleanse

Data cleanse is used in conjunction with surveys and web capture forms. If either were
configured to submit the data for approval, this is where you will find it. Use data cleanse to
first view the submitted data, then approve it to be committed into your contact records.

Reporting - Data CleanseReporting - Data Cleanse

Select the criteria you wish to look for, the results will then be displayed below for you to
approve. A contact update will not be made to the contact record until your approve the
change.
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Reporting - ISP Breakdown ReportReporting - ISP Breakdown Report

An ISP (Internet Service Provider) breakdown report is a list of all domains the campaign
sent to, with the delivery stats shown per domain.

Reporting - ISP Breakdown ReportReporting - ISP Breakdown Report

1. Type the name of the campaign you would like to run the report on in the box, or
2. Click here to open up the campaign window so that you can select it from your folder tree.
3. Run the report.
4. Export the results to Excel.
5. Export the results to CSV.

Reporting - ISP Breakdown Report ResultsReporting - ISP Breakdown Report Results

1. Click here to use the filter search option.
2. Click here to remove the filter/search you applied.
3. Clicking a letter will show you all Email Templates that start with that letter.
4. This is the domain that has been sent to.
5. This is the number of emails that have been sent.
6. This is the number of emails that soft bounced.
7. This is the number of emails that soft bounced as a percentage.
8. This is the number of emails that hard bounced.
9. This is the number of emails that hard bounced as a percentage.

10. This is the number of unique contacts that opened the Email.
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11. This is the number of unique contacts that opened the Email as a percentage.
12. This is the number of Landing Zone hits from the campaign.
13. This is the number of Landing Zone hits from the campaign as a percentage.
14. This is the number of Web Hits from the campaign.
15. This is the number of Web Hits from the campaign as a percentage.
16. This is the number of contacts that have unsubscribed.
17. This is the number of contacts that have unsubscribed as a percentage.
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Reporting - Lead ScoreReporting - Lead Score

When an email is opened or clicked that has a Lead Score category specified for it, the score
is logged for use in Lead Score queries.

Reporting - Lead ScoreReporting - Lead Score

Select as much or as little criteria as you like, once you hit search the results will be shown
below which you can then export to excel.
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Reporting - Lead Score AnalysisReporting - Lead Score Analysis

If the criteria by which you calculate Lead Scores needs to change, you do not have to start
afresh, you can use Lead Score Analysis to apply new criteria for the purpose of a report.

Please note this does not change the lead scores that have been set, It just let you see a
report based on different criteria.

Reporting - Lead Score AnalysisReporting - Lead Score Analysis

1. This option will hide or show the folder tree.

2. Click here to add a new Lead Score Analysis.

3. Click here to use the filter search option.

4. Click here to remove the filter/search you applied.

5. Clicking a letter will show you all Lead Score Analysis that start with that letter.

6. These are the tick boxes for selecting multiple Lead Score Analysis at once when moving
them to different folders.

7. This is the name of the Lead Score Analysis.

8. This is the description of the Lead Score Analysis, the notes are not searchable but can still be
useful.

9. This is the date the Lead Score Analysis was created.

10. Click here to delete the Lead Score Analysis.

11. This is your folder tree.
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Reporting - Manage ReferralsReporting - Manage Referrals

Referrals are people who have received a campaign because it has been forwarded to them
via the Send to a Friend tool.

Reporting - Manage ReferralsReporting - Manage Referrals

Enter a search criteria, you can add as much or as little as you like. The results of the search will
be shown below.
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Reporting - Scheduled NotificationsReporting - Scheduled Notifications

The following article will show you how to create a scheduled notification for a created
activity report, so it can be emailed out on a regular basis.

Creating a Scheduled NotificationCreating a Scheduled Notification

Once the activity report is created you can the create an automatic scheduled notification.

1. Open the activity report, and click on 'Create Scheduled Notification'
2. This small window will appear and you will then need to click create. A pop-up window will

appear for you to setup the notification.
3. Enter in the report name and a description.
4. Add email recipients to the report.
5. Setup the notification settings. (The reports can be sent on a Daily, Weekly, Monthly or on a

specific day/time frequency)

Once you have set up the notification, click save then click save and close on the activity report.
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Reviewing/Editing the Scheduled NotificationsReviewing/Editing the Scheduled Notifications

You can view the Scheduled notifications that have been setup using two methods.

The first is to go to the Reporting tab and select Scheduled Notifications. Here you can see all
the notifications setup and select each one to view the settings. Shown Above

The second method is to go to the Reporting Tab and select activity reports. On the column
labelled '1' you can see which reports have a scheduled notification setup. By clicking in this
icon it will take you to the settings screen so you can review and edit them as appropriate.
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Reporting - Survey QueryReporting - Survey Query

Once a survey has been created and dispatched, a query can be built based upon the
responses. The query simply outputs a list of all people who meet a particular criteria in the
form of CSV.

Creating a Survey Query ReportCreating a Survey Query Report

1. Go to Reporting and then select Survey Query
2. Select Add New Query
3. Type in a name for the Query and click 'Add'

The page will then refresh and you will be able to build your Survey Query.
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Running the Survey QueryRunning the Survey Query

Once the page refreshes after adding a Survey Query you will be displayed with the above page.

1. Select the Campaign and the Survey you want to query
2. Select the Question and the Answer and click 'Add'
3. Select the Attribute, Operator and Attribute Value and click 'Add Attribute'
4. Here you can view the criteria that has been added to the query. Using the buttons on the

right hand side you can change the order of the query, add brackets, remove criteria, and
change the operator for multiple queries (AND, OR, NOT)

5. Once you have added the criteria, you can then Save, Save & Close or Export the results.
The CSV will include any contacts that have met the criteria of the query, and the contact
fields. (First Name, Last Name, EmailLogin, Company, Contact Fields, Custom Fields etc.)
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Campaign ResultsCampaign Results
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Overview TabOverview Tab

Within the Overview Tab there are multiple visual representation of your campaign data.

1. This is a line graphgraph of the clicks and opens from your campaign. This shows trend lines and
informs you of any correlations between opens and clicks, as well as showing the general trend.

2. Browser Breakdown - OpensBrowser Breakdown - Opens shows what browser recipients opened the email on e.g.
Microsoft Edge, Mac, etc.

3. Browser Breakdown - Web + LZ HitsBrowser Breakdown - Web + LZ Hits shows if the landing zone was clicked on and from what
browser.

4. Location BreakdownLocation Breakdown shows you the country recipients who opened are opening from.
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Clicks TabClicks Tab

This article will take you through the Clicks Tab in View Results of your Campaign.

1. The AliasAlias is the name that you have used to refer to the link
2. The Link URLLink URL that someone has clicked on
3. This is the namename of the link in the email
4. The total amount of clickstotal amount of clicks on the link
5. DistinctDistinct is the same as unique clicks, this shows you how many of the amount of individual

users whom have clicked the link , regardless of how many times they clicked the particular
link.

6. A percentagepercentage that is made up of Total clicks/Distinct clicks.
7. Allows the user to create a particular groupgroup of contacts when people have clicked through to

the selected link
8. Allows the user to shareshare on social networks the results for the selected link
9. Downloads all the contacts to an Excel CSV fileExcel CSV file whom have clicked on a link within the

campaign
10. Downloads all the Contacts to an Excel CSV fileExcel CSV file whom are a distinct (Unique) click on the web

clicks.
11. This is a click breakdownclick breakdown in pie chart format.

 Please Note:Please Note: Clicking the play button on the left hand side will show you each link in
more detail regarding the contacts who clicked.
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Creative TabCreative Tab

This section will show you how to review creative content in your email within the Results
screen.

1. The temperature gaugetemperature gauge shows you if your creative content e.g. links, dynamic content etc,
has been clicked on often or not.clicked on often or not.
A red highlight on the feature shows it is Hot and has been clicked many times, whereas a blue
highlight means it is Cold and has not been clicked on often or at all. The colours vary according
to the 'temperature'.

2. Here you can filterfilter to only show Total Hits or Audience Count, changing the heat map to
show these variables.

3. The table shows you the creative contentcreative content in your email and the hit count i.e. number of times
it is clicked.
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Click Rate TabClick Rate Tab

The Click Rates tab shows you when people have opened the email on a timeline. You can
change the view settings if desired. Here is an example...

Click RatesClick Rates

You can view the click rates of the campaign with the following views:

Clicks by Day

Clicks by Hour

Clicks by Week

Clicks by Month
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Campaign Results - Browser BreakdownCampaign Results - Browser Breakdown

This section of campaign results gives you insight into the browsers used to view your
email.

Accessing Browser BreakdownAccessing Browser Breakdown

There are two ways of viewing browser breakdown.

1. Overview Tab
2. Browser Breakdown Tab
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OpensOpens

1. This shows you a list of browsers that your email has been opened with.
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Landing Zone HitsLanding Zone Hits

1. This shows you a list of the browsers used to open your landing zone.

Note: hovering over the section tells you the browser and the percentage, as in the example
above.
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Web HitsWeb Hits

1. This shows you a list of used to open your links.

Survey HitsSurvey Hits

1. This shows you a list of browsers that your surveys have been accessed through.
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Note: If you click on a section in the graph this separates it from the rest of the graph, as in the
example above.

ListList

1. If you have a long list of browsers, clicking on the down arrow takes you through the pages of
the list.
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Results URLResults URL

A results URL allows you to send the results of a campaign to another member of your
company, who may not have a Gator Account.

You can restrict what they see and set a password to make it secure.

1. Once in the results screen, click the "Results URL" button along the top.

A window will then pop up with data options you wish to give to the person who is receiving the
URL.

Once completed, set a secure password you can give to your colleague so they can access the
URL.
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 Please Note:Please Note: 'Live Feed' will not be shown if 'Show Sensitive Data' is not checked.

The Results URL will appear as shown above with the URL varying.

Accessing ResultsAccessing Results

When they enter the URL it should appear as above on their screen.

They need to enter the password that was set to gain access.
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GatorLeads - Campaign ResultsGatorLeads - Campaign Results

GatorLeads is CommuniGator’s website tracking software which allows you to track who is
on your website and what content they are looking at in real time.

Within the campaign results screen, you have the ability to access your GatorLeads account
directly.

GatorLeads within Campaign ResultsGatorLeads within Campaign Results

1. To access the screen above, you will need to click the 'GatorLeads' tab within the campaigns
results area.

This shows all leads that have been generated by cross referencing your website traffic with
CommuniGator's IP address database.

You can also filter your results within GatorLeads to search for Leads that have been generated
from your campaign within CommuniGator.

2. To do this, you will need to filter your results by searching for the campaign name in the
campaign name field.
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Search by CampaignSearch by Campaign
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AdminAdmin
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Admin - Enter LicenceAdmin - Enter Licence

This is only relevant for on premise customers, browse for the licence file from your
desktop to upload a new file.
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Admin - Manage Approval GroupsAdmin - Manage Approval Groups

This page is only available when switched on at a customers request and then only to
Admin Users of the Account.

This is an approval feature available for campaigns that are sent from the system. Users of
the system can be responsible for creating the campaign all the way to initiating, at which
point it needs to be authorised by an approver before sending.

Instead of the campaign being initiated, it's submitted for approval to a group of definable
users. These approval users will receive an email alert that a campaign is ready. The
campaign can be approved to be initiated, or rejected with feedback. The original user
receives an email alert stating that feedback has been left for them to action.

Admin - Manage Approval GroupsAdmin - Manage Approval Groups

1. Choose a Group from the drop down to work with.

2. Click to select that group.

Alternatively

3. Click to create a new approval group.

4. Click here to show the Approval users (these are the people who can 'sign off a campaign and
will receive an email when a campaign needs to be approved).

5. Click here to show the users who are not an Approval user (these are the users that must
seek approval from the approval users when initiating a campaign).
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Admin - Manage RolesAdmin - Manage Roles

This is only available On Premise customers who are Admin Users. Here you are able to add
additional user roles, to apply to users this is usually used alongside Role Campaigns.
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Admin - Manage UsersAdmin - Manage Users

This screen is only available to Admin users of the account you can view, edit add and
remove the users of the system.

Admin - Manage UsersAdmin - Manage Users

1. Click here to add a new user.

2. Click here to use the filter search option.

3. Click here to remove the filter/search you applied.

4. Clicking a letter will show you all users that start with that letter.

5. This is the user name of the user.

6. This is the full name of the user.

7. This is the email address of the user.

8. This is the organisation of the user.

9. Click here to delete the user.
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Admin - Role CampaignAdmin - Role Campaign

Role Campaign is a simple piece of functionality to control the campaigns available for a
role in the system. This functionality is effectively replaced by the results url option in the
campaign results. The idea is you have a requirement to create a product user login, that
can access only certain campaigns, therefore not seeing everything in the system.

Please note on premise customers can set this up themselves, for hosted customers please
contact your Account Manager.

This can be done for a single campaign, or many. You would need to first create a role for
this purpose, for example "Campaign X", or "Sales Campaigns". This is done under Manage
Roles. Then user/s must be created where their assigned role is set to the one just created.
Finally you need to use the role campaign function, selecting the appropriate role, and then
choose what campaigns are available.

Note, a user without any role campaign filtering can see all campaigns in the system. The
moment a role is configured to have a role campaign filter, only those campaigns can be
seen by the role.

Warning: Do not add a role campaign filter to a standard system role as this is likely to
effect all users in the system.

This functionality is not designed to work without complete manual intervention after the
campaign has been created. A user with the "Admin" role must add each campaign to the
Role Campaign section as required. Only then will the filtered role here see the new
campaign.
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Admin - System LogAdmin - System Log

This functionality is only available to On Premise customers if you have logging switched on
this is where the logs are stored.
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Admin - Admin DefaultsAdmin - Admin Defaults

This tab is only available to Admin users of the account. Some items can be changed others
are for reference only.

Admin - Admin DefaultsAdmin - Admin Defaults

1. This is the date format that any dates within the system are shown as.

2. This is the offset time of the account for GMT, enter +/- number of hours. So for a country
which is 2 hours ahead of GMT, enter +2 in the box.

3. This is for reference only to the undeliverable values that are written to the field
CRM_Per_Undeliverable.

4. This determines the use of CSV Temp table. We strongly recommend that you do not amend
this without first speaking to support.

5. This is the list of authorised IP addresses. You can manually add IP's here for your users, this
where any that have been authenticated upon login get added.

6. Click here to save any changes you have made.
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Admin Users - Restricting By TabsAdmin Users - Restricting By Tabs

Admin UsersAdmin Users

1. Click on 'Manage Users'

2. Click on 'Add New User'

3. Fill in 'User Details'
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NoteNote::

You can lock an account from this area

4. Under 'Account Details' you are able to set the home page for the user, that they will log in to,
you are also able to set the product skin & layout if this is for an integrated version of
Communigator.

5. Select the Roles you would like the user to have from the drop down menu, click 'Add Role'
for each selected item.

Note:Note:

The user setup here will only give the user the ability to create emails & Landing Zones and
cannot access any other area of the product

Any user that is setup with restricted tabs requires 'BaseLogin' to be selected!Any user that is setup with restricted tabs requires 'BaseLogin' to be selected!

6. Set the password for the user.
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7. The user is able to reset their password at any time.
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Admin How To...Admin How To...
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How to Add a New UserHow to Add a New User

New Users can be added by an Admin User of the Account.

Manage UsersManage Users

1. Click Admin from the top tool bar.

2. Select Manage Users from the drop down.

3. Click Add New User
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Creating a New UserCreating a New User

1. Complete the users details, usernames must be unique to the product not just your account
therefore we recommend using an Email Address as the username.

2. The Homepage is the first screen the user is taken to when they log in, we recommend Home
as this is where we will post important messages.

3. Instance is the account the user will log into, please do not change this as it may mean the
user cannot log in.

4. All users should use the default skin.

5. All users should using the Gator Layout

6. Assign roles to the user by selecting them from the drop down and clicking add role. For a
standard user they would have CMCreate, CMInitiate and CMResults. It is possible to limit a
users access on a tab by tab basis, if you wish to do this then the user must have the role
BaseLogin and then a role for all the tabs you would like them be able to access.

7. Create the user a password by clicking the pencil icon.

8. Click Save and Close to finish.
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How to Change your passwordHow to Change your password

This article explains how to change your password when you are logged into the product.

ToolsTools

My DetailsMy Details
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My Details ScreenMy Details Screen

Clicking on the little pencil icon will bring up the password input window.

Password Reset WindowPassword Reset Window

Once you have typed in your password twice, hit renew to close the window. There is a strength
checker and if the password is deemed as weak it will not let you new it.
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Save My DetailsSave My Details

Don't forget to hit save at the top of the screen to save your reset. Your password has now
been changed and next time you log in you will need to use your new password.
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Managing User RolesManaging User Roles

This article will explain the roles that an individual user can have and what they give you
access to.

ActIntegrationActIntegration

AudienceAudience

AudienceNOCSVAudienceNOCSV

BaseLoginBaseLogin
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CalendarCalendar

CampaignCampaign

CMCreateCMCreate
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CMInitiateCMInitiate

CMResultsCMResults
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CreatorCreator

EditorEditor
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EmailEmail

EventsEvents

GatorExpressGatorExpress

GatorSocialGatorSocial
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GatorSocial PostGatorSocial Post

IntegrationIntegration

LandingZoneLandingZone

ProductsProducts
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ReaderReader

ReportingReporting
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ResultsONLYResultsONLY

SurveySurvey

TemplatesTemplates
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TemplatesNOHTMLUploadTemplatesNOHTMLUpload

ToolsTools

UserUser
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UserAdminUserAdmin

VCABVCAB
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GatorMail - Changing The Product Design SkinGatorMail - Changing The Product Design Skin

On Monday 3rd August we launched our new-look GatorMail login screen and product skin.
The new look has been designed to maximise the use of your available screen real estate.

If you still like the old screen, donâ€™t worry; you will still be able to use it. Â This article
will take you through how to change back to the original GatorMail skin

Your AccountYour Account

1. Click on 'Your Account'
2. Edit My Details
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Gator LayoutGator Layout

1. Click on the Default Layout dropdown
2. Change the skin from Gator 2015 to Gator Layout
3. Save

The ChangeThe Change

For the change to take effect please log back out and back in.
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Administration HelpAdministration Help
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Multiple User Accounts vs Single AccountMultiple User Accounts vs Single Account

The advantages of having distinct User Accounts.

Multiple User Accounts vs Single AccountMultiple User Accounts vs Single Account

1.In a situation where a company uses a Single User Account for everyone who works on
CommuniGator, if one of the users forgets the password and resets it all the other users will
lose access, affecting their work flow.

In this situation, if the password reset is not communicated throughout the company more
users will try to reset the password so they can resume their work, this will cause a number of
password reset requests locking the account and affecting the productivity.

If we take the above situation but it is a personal user account, when that user resets his/hers
password no one else in the company will be affected.

Traceability - CampaignsTraceability - Campaigns

1. Multiple user accounts will allow CommuniGator to find out, if necessary, which user has
initiated a campaign.
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Traceability - EmailsTraceability - Emails

1. Using the snapshot manager, this auto saves ten shots.

2.You are able to see which user was on the email during this save.The change can be traced
back to the user.

See 'How to add a new user'
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